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Trust me, its not as bad as you think. There are only a couple of songs here that are second or third
tier. This is a particular instance where nailing the album format works better than the singles.

Overall, I think its a solid release, and I look forward to the proper follow up. Also, I think Life For
Rent will grow on you after repeated listens. She still has that sublime voice, and it doesnt get old
at all. Didos an open book. Shes transparent. Theres no sleight of hand here, and thats something

that a good pop star can do. Bye Bye. Good bye is how dido-life for rent is described. The slow,
jazzy jazz-influenced Latin track comes right from the Suits soundtrack, and it?d be a shame to add

the Canadian singer to this catchy track. It should be noted that Bye Bye itself is a pretty decent
song. I just prefer some of the more up-tempo songs that came off the album. Nevertheless, Dido-

Life For Rent is the most enjoyable song to have from the set. Its a danceable tune with a good
chorus. Adeles brassy soprano is one of the things that make this song a hit. She is one of the best
on-key contraltos. This is a follow-up to the very successful, No Angel, which hit the Top 10 of the

U.K. Albums Chart; I would say that, whilst being a far more mellow record than her debut, the
album is fresh and again, gave new hope to Dido's future as a performer. Life for Rent is another

quite calm album with a slightly different sound from the debut album. Much of it is a song-for-song
copy of No Angel. The album itself is more spacious and more mature. Thanks to the presence of
the UK's premier producer, Brian Higgins, the production sounds bigger than it actually is. More

recording and mixing time was spent on Life for Rent than on its predecessor. Now and then, there
are flashes of a more lively and melodic song like Love Is A Many Splendored Thing. This song is as
good as most of the album. The real highlights are found in the more instrumental and atmospheric
sounding tracks like White Flag, Stoned, Lifefor Rent, and Do You Have a Little Time. These tracks

still maintain a strong presence and were, after years of waiting, produced once again by Brian
Higgins. It's great to see a song about a girl who has been grieving for a long time, the whole of a

lifetime. If you like Dido and like the other songs from this album, go for it.
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Dido releases a new album as she ushers in 2020 with a #2 album. (white flag, thank you) In an
era where #1 album sales have diminished to a fraction of their previous numbers, the continued

success of thank you is surprising. As a back-to-back #2 album Dido is resilient and will continue to
move the needle. And as a rare case in which a third album is releasing soon, the journey to

regalize will be a unique one for her. I expect the third album to challenge her past. There will be
room for a song such as a few of her past hits like This Time, the Drive And The Dry Cleaning, How
To Be A Heartbreak (or whatever she's called it), and White Flag. She's already had hits she's called
This Time, White Flag, and Whistle To Me. Adele, Taylor, and Sia have a reliable framework for their

albums: lead single, debut charting single, title track, album closer. Adele has 2 #1 hits as her
albums closeers, and Sia also has 2 #1s. Taylor has only 1 #1 as album closer, not counting ones
in The Key. She is not as vulnerable or interesting as a lot of the recent female singer-songwriters.
Right now Taylor is building her #1 singles foundation and I'm curious to see what she does in the
months ahead. I could see her doing Somethings Gotta Give and Burn It To The Ground. And as a
British pop queen she could easily do Another Sun which is one of my favs from this time of year.

She's in a better place and I feel like she is going to do what she wants, and I'm excited to see
where she lands. I'm not counting out the originals, maybe a new single. She's had several number
ones from the originals, and she's gotten so good at covering other artists. Another Sun could give
her a new pop edge on the Top 40 and it could also be an album closer. So we will see. Overall life

for rent is interesting, as the past is a great predictor of the future. Some songs don't go well,
which is a good time to let them go. Hitting a milestone 40 million, she says she would like to do a

mini-album with 20 songs. I think songs like Whistle To Me, The Power Of Love, and If You Don't
Know Me, It's Like You Don't Know Her, which got a nice response, would be fantastic if the

subjects were more personal. Life For Rent, Thank You, and Whistle To Me all seem a bit whimsical
at best. I'm guessing the album is supposed to be happy and light. It would be fine with me if she
only had happy songs, but it's not the direction she's going in. If she continues down this path I'm
not sure she has another album in her. If she doesn't she'll likely have a #3+ single like the last

two. I'm waiting for her to officially declare she's not going to make a third album, and I'm hoping if
she does she will at least release a single and some word of advice to the writers. It's hard to

imagine a #3 single, unless it's either This Time or How To Be A Heartbreak or Whistle To Me. If she
finds something new that really works she can try again, but maybe the album will be it, or it might
be more like a #4 single, or #5 if she keeps going. She'd be better off releasing a mellow version of

this album and capitalizing on the success. 5ec8ef588b
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